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TYPICAL OPERATORS ADMIT COMMON CYCLIC VECTORS
PAVEL ZORIN-KRANICH
ABSTRACT. Given a countable dense subset D of an infinite-dimensional separable
Hilbert space H the set of operators for which every vector in D except zero is hyper-
cyclic (weakly supercyclic) is residual for the strong (resp. weak) operator topology in
the unit ball of L(H) multiplied by R> 1 (resp. R> 0).
INTRODUCTION
We show that a typical (in the Baire category sense for the strong operator topol-
ogy) operator (with norm bounded by R > 1) on a separable Hilbert space admits a
prescribed countable set of hypercyclic vectors. For the weak operator topology an
analogous statement holds with “weakly supercyclic” in place of “hypercyclic”.
Existence proofs using the Baire category theorem have a rich history. A classical
example is the fact that a typical (in the Baire category sense) continuous functions
on an interval is nowhere differentiable, due to Banach and Mazurkiewicz. In ergodic
theory it is well-known that a typical measure-preserving transformation is weakly but
not strongly mixing, a result due to Halmos [9] and Rohlin [12].
The following notation is used throughout the article.
• H is a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with scalar product 〈·, ·〉.
• D ⊂ H \ {0} is a countable dense subset.
• BR = {T ∈ L(H) : ||T || ≤ R} is the closed ball of radius R in the space of
bounded linear operators on H.
For a linear operator T on H, a vector x ∈ H is called cyclic if the span of the orbit
lin{x , T x , T 2x , . . .} is dense in H, (weakly) supercyclic if C{x , T x , T 2x , . . .} is (weakly)
dense in H and (weakly) hypercyclic if the orbit itself {x , T x , T 2x , . . .} is (weakly) dense
in H. An operator is called cyclic, resp. (weakly) supercyclic, resp. (weakly) hyper-
cyclic if it admits a cyclic, resp. (weakly) supercyclic, resp. (weakly) hypercyclic vector.
Note that (weak) hypercyclicity implies (weak) supercyclicity that implies cyclicity.
Also, the norm of a hypercyclic operator is necessarily greater than one. An example
of a hypercyclic operator is R times the left shift on l2(N) for any R> 1.
For convenience let us point out some known properties of hypercyclic operators.
By Birkhoff’s transitivity theorem [4] hypercyclicity is equivalent to topological transi-
tivity. Every hypercyclic operator admits a residual set of hypercyclic vectors, see for
instance [8]. Furthermore, the vectors that are hypercyclic for an operator T are also
hypercyclic for every positive power T n [1]. General criteria for a family of operators
to possess common hypercyclic vectors may be found in [2] and [13]. The book by
Bayart and Matheron [3] is an excellent source of information.
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STATEMENT OF RESULTS
Theorem 1. Let R > 1. Then the subset LHC (D) of operators T for which every x ∈ D is
hypercyclic is dense Gδ in the ball BR for the strong operator topology.
Writing BR =
R
2
B2, applying Theorem 1 and noting that every multiple of a hyper-
cyclic operator is supercyclic we obtain the following result.
Corollary 2. Let R > 0. Then the subset LSC(D) of operators T for which every x ∈ D is
supercyclic is dense Gδ in the set BR for the strong operator topology. For every such T the
set of supercyclic vectors is residual in H for the norm topology.
Here, the last statement is obtained by a slight modification of the standard argu-
ment for hypercyclic vectors.
A strongly typical contraction on a Hilbert space is unitarily equivalent to the left
shift operator on ℓ2(N,ℓ2(N)) by a result of Eisner and Mátrai [6, Theorem 2.10]. In
particular, it is supercyclic. Corollary 2 shows that strongly typical contractions even
have common supercyclic vectors.
Theorem 3. Let R > 0. Then the subset LwSC (D) of operators T for which every x ∈ D
is weakly supercyclic is dense Gδ in the ball BR for the weak operator topology. For every
such T the set of weakly supercyclic vectors is residual in H for the norm topology.
By a result of Eisner [5, Theorem 2.2] a weakly typical operator in B1 is also unitary.
Theorem 3 improves [11, Theorem 8.26] in that the typical operator is not just cyclic,
but admits a prescribed set of weakly supercyclic vectors.
Restricting attention to the set of unitary operators we recover denseness of cyclic
operators in the norm topology.
Theorem 4. The set LC of cyclic unitary operators on H is norm dense in the set of unitary
operators.
Finally, a residuality result holds for the norm topology on a finite-dimensional
space.
Theorem 5. Let X be a finite-dimensional Banach space and E ⊂ X \ {0} a countable
subset. Then the subset LC(E) of operators T for which every x ∈ E is cyclic is dense Gδ
in the set L(X ) for the norm topology.
1. STRONG OPERATOR TOPOLOGY
We start with an approximation result that provides the density part of the statement
of Theorem 1.
Lemma 6. Let x1, . . . , xn ∈ H be vectors with norm 1; R> 1; T ∈ BR; x ∈ H \{0}, z ∈ H
further fixed vectors and ǫ > 0. Then there exists a finite rank operator S ∈ BR such that
||(S − T )x j|| < ǫ for all j and z = S
N x for some natural number N = N(R,ǫ, ||x ||, ||z||).
Proof. Let P be the orthogonal projection onto lin{x1, . . . , xn}. Consider the finite di-
mensional linear subspace V := PH + T PH ⊂ H and denote by PV the orthogonal
projection onto V . Perturbing the vectors x j and the operator T in norm and lowering
ǫ, we can assume ||x−PV x || = γ > 0. Set e0 := (x−PV x)/γ and decompose H = V⊕ℓ
2,
so that e0 is the first vector of an orthonormal basis {e j} of ℓ
2.
Morally, we are looking for an approximation T˜ such that ||T˜N e0|| grows faster
than ||T˜ |N
V
||. Then, after a sufficient number of steps, T˜N x can be sent to z by a tiny
perturbation.
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Given M ∈ N, δ ∈ R and z˜ ∈ H that are to be chosen later we consider the operator
ShiftM on H = V ⊕ℓ
2 that maps e j to e j+1 if j < M and to 0 if j ≥ M and that is zero on
V . Furthermore we set T˜ := T P + (R+ δ)ShiftM and φ(y) := 〈y, eM 〉. Now we make
the tiny perturbation
S˜ := T˜ +
1
γ(R+δ)M
φ ⊗ (z˜− (T P)M+1x),
where the tensor product of a linear form φ and a vector v is the rank one operator
(φ ⊗ v)(w) = φ(w)v. For every j we have S˜ x j = T x j since x j ∈ V . Furthermore,
S˜M+1x = S˜M+1PV x + γS˜
M+1e0
= (T P)M+1PV x + γ(R+δ)
M S˜eM
= (T P)M+1x + (z˜ − (T P)M+1x)
= z˜
The norm of S˜ is bounded by
||S˜|| ≤max{||T ||,R+ δ}+
||z˜ − (T P)M+1x ||
γ(R+δ)M
≤ R+ δ+
||z˜||+ RM+1||x ||
γ(R+δ)M
.
Now it is sufficient to make the following choices.
• δ such that 3δ < ǫ and R+δ > 1+ 3δ/R,
• M such that γ(R+δ)M > RM+1||x ||/δ and γ(R+δ)M > ||z||(1+ 3δ/R)M+1/δ,
• z˜ = z(1+ 3δ/R)M+1.
Then ||S˜|| ≤ R+ 3δ and thus S := R
R+3δ
S˜ has norm less than or equal to R. It also
satisfies SN x = z with N = M + 1 and
||(S − T )x j|| = ||(S − S˜)x j ||=
3δ
R+ 3δ
||S˜ x j || ≤ 3δ||x j ||< ǫ. 
Now we use the Baire category theorem to amplify this result.
Proposition 7. Let R > 1. Given a vector x ∈ H \ {0}, the set LHC(x) of operators on H
for which x is a hypercyclic vector is dense Gδ in BR for the strong operator topology.
Proof. Let (Oj)
∞
j=1 be a countable base of the norm topology on H. Then
LHC (x) = ∩ jM j , where M j = ∪n{T : T
nx ∈ Oj}.
The sets M j are strongly dense in BR by Lemma 6 with z ∈ Oj and open since T
nx ∈ Oj
implies Snx ∈ Oj for all S in a strong neighborhood of T associated with the seminorms
generated by x , . . . , TN−1x (note that we only consider a bounded set of operators).
Hence the set LHC(x) is Gδ in BR. The Baire category theorem implies that it is
dense. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Since D is countable, LHC(D) = ∩x∈DLHC (x) is dense Gδ by Propo-
sition 7 and the Baire category theorem. 
Note that our proof still works if we replace H by an arbitrary Banach space that
admits projections with norm arbitrarily close to one onto every finite-dimensional
subspace.
We now prove the last statement in Corollary 2. Let (Oj)
∞
j=1 be a countable base of
the norm topology on H. The set of supercyclic vectors of T is given by
∩∞
j=1M j , where M j = ∪n∈N,a∈C{x ∈ H : aT
nx ∈ Oj}.
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Each M j is open because T is continuous and dense because it contains D. The Baire
category theorem concludes the proof.
2. WEAK OPERATOR TOPOLOGY
In principle, the switch to a coarser operator topology makes the approximation
easier. However, we need additional information in order to upgrade weak to strong
convergence in the amplification process.
Lemma 8. Let x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn ∈ H be fixed vectors with norm 1; R > 1, T ∈ BR,
x ∈ H \{0}, z ∈ H further fixed vectors and ǫ > 0. Then there exists a finite rank operator
S ∈ BR and a natural number N = N(R,ǫ, ||x ||, ||z||) such that |〈(S − T )x j, y j〉| < ǫ and
〈z − SN x , y j〉 = 0 for every j and ||S
l+1x || = R||S l x || for every l < N.
Proof. By Lemma 6 we can assume that z = TN x , that T (H) ⊂ V and that T vanishes
on V⊥, where V is a finite-dimensional subspace.
Only the property ||S l+1 x ||= R||S l x || for l < N is missing.
Observe that [x , y] := 〈(R2 Id−T ∗T )x , y〉 is a positive semidefinite sesquilinear
form on V . Let S˜id : V → W := (V, [·, ·])/{x : [x , x] = 0} be the canonical projec-
tion onto the quotient of V by the [·, ·]-zero vectors. Note that (W, [·, ·]) is a finite-
dimensional pre-Hilbert space, hence complete. The operator T ⊕ S˜id : V → T (V )⊕W
is R times an isometry since 〈(T ⊕ S˜id)x , (T ⊕ S˜id)y〉T (V )⊕W = 〈T x , T y〉H + [x , y] =
R2〈x , y〉.
Now select isometric copies W1,W2, . . . ,WN ⊂ H of W orthogonal to V , all of yi ,
and to each other. Let Sid : V →W1 be equivalent to S˜id (i.e. Sid = US˜id with a unitary
U) and Sl : Wl−1 → Wl be R times unitary for 2 ≤ l ≤ N . Extend all the Sl to H by
letting them be 0 on the subspaces orthogonal to their respective domains of definition.
Then S := T + Sid + S2 + · · ·+ SN still approximates T weakly (since its values differ
from those of T only by vectors orthogonal to all of y j) and ||S
l+1 x || = R||S l x || for
l < N . 
Corollary 9. Let x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn ∈ H be fixed vectors with norm 1; T ∈ B1, x ∈
H \ {0}, z ∈ H further fixed vectors and ǫ > 0. Then there exists a finite rank operator
S ∈ B1, a number a ∈ R and a natural number N = N(ǫ) such that |〈(S − T )x j, y j〉|< ǫ
and 〈z − aSN x , y j〉 = 0 for every j and ||S
l+1 x || = ||S l x || for every l < N.
Proof. Apply Lemma 8 with a small R > 1 and divide the resulting approximation S by
R. 
Proposition 10. Given a vector x ∈ H \{0}, the set LwSC (x) of operators on H for which
x is weakly supercyclic is dense Gδ in B1 for the weak operator topology.
Proof. Let (Oj)
∞
j=1 be a countable base of the weak topology on the open unit ball of H.
Then
LwSC (x) = ∩ jM j , where M j = ∪n∈N,a∈C{T ∈ B1 : aT
nx ∈ Oj}.
By the Baire category theorem it is sufficient to show that in the weak operator
topology the interior of each M j is dense. For this end assume that Oj is the weak
neighborhood of z determined by y1, . . . , ym and ǫ
′. We claim that for any T , any
collection x1, . . . , xn, ym+1, . . . , yn, and any ǫ < ǫ
′, the approximation S given by Corol-
lary 9 is in the interior of M j . Indeed, assume the opposite. Then there exists a
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sequence {Sk}
∞
k=1 ⊂ BR \M j converging to S weakly. Since ||S(S
l x)||= ||S l x || for every
l = 0, . . . ,N − 1 and ||Sk|| ≤ 1, we see that
||(Sk − S)(S
l x)||2 = ||Sk(S
l x)||2 + ||S(S l x)||2 − 2ℜ〈Sk(S
l x),S(S l x)〉
≤ 2||(S l x)||2 − 2ℜ〈Sk(S
l x),S(S l x)〉 → 2||(S l x)||2 − 2ℜ〈S(S l x),S(S l x)〉 = 0
as k→∞, cf. [10, Problems 20 and 21]. Induction on l using the estimate
‖S l
k
x − S l x‖ ≤ ‖Sk‖ · ‖S
l−1
k
x − S l−1x‖+ ‖Sk(S
l−1x)− S(S l−1x)‖
shows that limk→∞ ‖S
l
k
x − S l x‖ = 0 for l = 0, . . . ,N , and in particular limk→∞ S
N
k
x =
SN x . Thus all but finitely many Sk belong to M j , a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 3. It suffices to consider the case R= 1. Since D is countable, LwSC(D) =
∩x∈DLwSC (x) is dense Gδ by Proposition 10 and the Baire category theorem.
To show the last assertion of the theorem let T ∈ LwSC (D) and (Oj)
∞
j=1 be a countable
base of the weak topology on the open unit ball of H. The set of weakly supercyclic
vectors of T is given by
∩∞
j=1M j , where M j = ∪n∈N,a∈C{x ∈ H : aT
nx ∈ Oj}.
Each M j is open because Oj is open in the norm topology and T is continuous, and
dense because D ⊂ M j by assumption. The Baire category theorem concludes the
proof. 
3. NORM TOPOLOGY
Approximation of operators in the norm topology is harder than in the strong or
in the weak operator topology. We begin with the unitary case, where the spectral
theorem reduces the task to a computation.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let U be a unitary operator on H. Using the spectral theorem
we can approximate U by unitary operators such that the Hilbert space H admits an
orthonormal basis {ei}i=0,1,... of eigenvectors to pairwise distinct eigenvalues λi , cf.
[7, Prop. 2.1]. Thus we may assume that U enjoys this property. We claim that U is
cyclic.
Denote by ΛN the Vandermonde matrix generated by λ0, . . . ,λN . In the finite-
dimensional case any vector that is not orthogonal to any of ei ’s is cyclic since the
Vandermonde matrix ΛdimH−1 is invertible.
In the infinite-dimensional case let aN := (N + 1)!|detΛN |
−1 and define a sequence
(bM) inductively starting with b0 = 1 and setting
bM+1 :=

min
N≤M
1
2

 |bN |
2
a2N
−
M∑
j=N+1
|b j |
2




1/2
with the usual convention for the sum to be zero if the lower bound of summation is
greater than the upper bound. The sequence obtained in this way is strictly positive
and rapidly decreasing in the sense that, for every N ,
∞∑
j=N+1
b2
j
≤
b2
N
a2N
.
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In particular, it is quadratically summable. We claim that y :=
∑∞
j=0 b je j is a cyclic
vector for U . It is sufficient to approximate every e j by finite linear combinations of
Uk y . Observe that the partial sums yN =
∑N
j=0 b je j satisfy
(yN ,U yN , . . . ,U
N yN ) = (b0e0, . . . , bN eN )ΛN
for every N . Hence, for every k ≤ N , we have
ek = ((yN ,U yN , . . . ,U
N yN )Λ
−1
N
)k/bk.
Since the entries of ΛN have absolute value one, the elements of Λ
−1
N
are bounded by
N !/|detΛN |. Therefore
||ek − ((y,U y, . . . ,U
N y)Λ−1
N
)k/bk||
2
= ||
N∑
j=0
U j(yN − y)(Λ
−1
N
) jk||
2/b2
k
≤ (N + 1)2(N !)2|detΛN |
−2||y − yN ||
2/b2
k
= a2
N
∞∑
j=N+1
b2
j
/b2
k
≤ b2
N
/b2
k
→ 0 as N →∞,
and we are done because ((y,U y, . . . ,UN y)Λ−1
N
)k/bk ∈ lin{y,U y, . . . }. 
In the finite-dimensional case we merely need the first few elements of the orbit
to be linearly independent to obtain cyclicity. As the following lemma shows we can
even make the full orbit linearly independent, at least in the infinite-dimensional case,
though there is no guarantee that it shall span the whole space.
Lemma 11. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space, T ∈ L(X ) a contraction,
x ∈ X \ {0} and ǫ > 0. Then there exists a contraction S such that ||T − S|| < ǫ and
x ,Sx ,S2x , . . . are linearly independent.
Proof. Replacing T by T (1− ǫ/2) and ǫ by ǫ/2 we may assume that ||T || ≤ 1− ǫ.
Let T0 := T and construct a sequence of operators Tk inductively. Given Tk, define
Vk := lin{T
0
k
x , . . . , T k−1
k
x}, assume T k
k
x 6∈ Vk and choose aψk ∈ X
′ such that ψk|Vk = 0,
ψk(T
k
k
x) = 1. Choose wk 6∈ Vk + lin{T
k
k
x , T k+1
k
x} with ||wk|| < ǫ/(2
k+1||ψk||) and set
Tk+1 := Tk +ψk ⊗wk.
Then T l
k+1x = T
l
k
x for l ≤ k and T k+1
k+1 x 6∈ Vk + lin{T
k
k
} = Vk+1. The contractions Tk
converge in norm to a contraction S such that ||T − S|| < ǫ. The orbit of x under S is
linearly independent by construction. 
In the finite-dimensional case this construction breaks down because
Vk + lin{T
k
k
x , T k+1
k
x} = X
for some k, so that Tk is in fact a cyclic contraction. Furthermore, any operator in
a neighborhood of Tk is also cyclic. Hence the subset LC(x) ⊂ L(X ) of operators for
which x is cyclic is open and dense in L(X ) equipped with the norm topology. An
application of the Baire category theorem gives Theorem 5.
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